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Abstract 
 

In this paper, a region-based spatio-temporal Markov 
random field (STMRF) model is proposed to segment 
moving objects semantically. The STMRF model combines 
segmentation results of four successive frames and 
integrates the temporal continuity in the uniform energy 
function. The segmentation procedure is composed of two 
stages: one is the short-term’s classification and the other 
is temporal integration. At the first stage, moving objects 
are extracted by a region-based MRF model between two 
frames in a frame group of four successive frames. At the 
second stage, the ultimate semantic object is labeled by 
minimization the energy function of the STMRF model. 
Such phased segmentation process is corresponding to a 
multi-level simulated anneal strategy. Experimental 
results show that the proposed algorithm can efficiently 
capture the motion semantic meaning of objects and 
accurately extract moving objects. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Semantic object segmentation is a challenge problem in 
computer vision, which aims at extracting meaningful 
objects from an image sequence coincided with human 
perception. Semantic objects, such as a ball, a car, a 
building, a human body, etc., provide conceptual entities 
of visual content. The separated representation of video 
offers object-based functionality for video compression, 
manipulation and accessing. Industry standards, such as 
the MPEG-4 and MPEG-7 standard, adopt object-based 
representation for video coding and video description. 

During the past two decades, extensive research works 
have been carried out in object segmentation. The 
classical approach is video layers extraction by clustering 
non-overlapping blocks using the adaptive k-means 
clustering algorithm in the affine motion parametric space 
[1]. Different from the parametric motion model, moving 
objects can be segmented directly on the optical flow field 
[2]. In order to tackle the problem of inaccurate 2D 
motion estimation, simultaneous motion estimation and 
segmentation is proposed in [3] within the Bayesian 

framework. Besides object extraction by motion 
segmentation, change-based approach classifies the 
foreground and background by detection outliers of the 
background motion model [4]. These object segmentation 
approaches extract moving objects solely on the motion 
homogeneous criteria and are easily suffered from the 
problem of inaccurate object boundary. To obtain a 
reliable object boundary, spatial partition of frames is 
introduced to incorporate object and motion boundary. A 
joint region similarity is presented in [5] to merge regions 
by combining region luminance and motion feature on the 
joint spatio-temporal homogeneous criterion. An elegant 
approach by modeling frame regions with Markov random 
field (MRF) is developed to labeling moving regions by 
the energy minimization technique [6]. Hybrid region 
similarity is implemented to extract objects under the 
MRF labeling framework. 

As pointed in [7], general semantic visual information 
extraction is very difficult. Different person will have 
different definition of “semantic”. Semiautomatic object 
segmentation approaches introduce human assistance in 
the initial object extraction of the key frame and track the 
segmented objects in successive frames. Under user’s 
interaction, a rough object definition is obtained. Accurate 
object boundary can be located by the elaborate object 
boundary detection process, such as the morphological 
segmentation [7], or the VSnakes algorithm [8]. On the 
other hand, an automatic semantic object extraction 
system is presented in [9]. Semantic objects are segmented 
based on the four-band watershed algorithm and the 
partition lattice framework. 

In this paper, we propose a region-based spatio-
temporal Markov random field (STMRF) model to extract 
moving objects semantically. The idea underlying the 
model is that objects are defined as homogeneous regions 
in spatial and temporal axis, and semantic objects should 
be consistent with spatial and temporal information within 
some consecutive frames. The STMRF model combines 
the segmentation results of four successive frames and 
integrates the temporal continuity in the uniform energy 
function of the STMRF model. The STMRF model can 
detect low motion parts of objects successfully. Moving 
objects are segmented by a two-stage process, which is 
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corresponding to a multi-level simulated anneal strategy. 
After dominant motion estimation between two frames, 
the initial objects are first extracted by a region-based 
MRF model. Then forward and backward motion models 
are estimated to integrate those segmentation results at the 
middle frame in the frame group. Finally, objects are 
segmented by minimization the energy function of the 
STMRF model. The phased segmentation process is 
corresponding to a multi-level simulated anneal strategy 
that optimizes the segmentation result along the time axis. 
 
2. System Overview 
 

Two successive frames are used to estimate the 
dominant motion that provides the initial motion 
classification. The gradient watershed is adopted to obtain 
the spatial partition of frame. After region-based motion 
classification and validation, moving objects are extracted 
by the region-based MRF model. Such segmentation 
utilizes the short-term motion continuity in object 
segmentation. To exploit the long-term motion continuity, 
four frames’ segmentation results are integrated by the 
proposed STMRF model. The system block flowchart is 
illustrated in figure 1. 

Spatial partion by the gradient watershed

Dominant motion estimation for two frames

In-2 In+1

Moving region classification

Moving region validation

Region-based MRF model

Forward and backward region motion estimation

Region-based MRF classification

In-1 In

STMRF model

object(n-1) object(n) object(n+1)

 
Fig. 1. The flowchart of the proposed system 

 
The STMRF model combines the segmentation results 

of )1( −nObject , )(nObject  and )1( +nObject  by 

forward and backward region motion estimation at frame 
n. The objects are extracted by minimization the energy 
function of the STMRR model that is composed of the 
spatial term, temporal term and data-driven term. 

3. Dominant Motion Estimation, Spatial 
Partition and Motion Classification 
 

The dominant motion model is estimated by the robust 
regression for the parametric motion estimation technique. 
Six-parameters affine model is estimated by a coarse-to-
fine gradient-based method using 3-level multi-resolution 
pyramid. The algorithm is implemented using a robust M-
estimation technique to make the computation insensitive 
to outliers that result from multiple motions. 

The gradient watershed algorithm is implemented to 
segment the frame into connected spatial regions. This 
approach has several advantages. First, the boundaries of 
gradient watersheds correspond quite closely to the edges 
of the original image. Second, object edge obtained by 
calculating gradient watershed boundaries are always 
guaranteed to be connected and closed. 

A two-pass algorithm is used to detect moving regions. 
The standard deviation of motion compensated difference 
(MCD) of the background regions is first computed as the 
threshold for the moving pixel classification. Then, if the 
number of moving pixels in a region is above a predefined 
threshold, the region is classified as a moving region. 
 

4. Motion Validation 
 

Occluded regions pose a serious problem, since the 
covered background would be classified as the 
foreground. To overcome the problem, the motion 
validation is used to detect occluded regions. In the ideal 
case, occluded pixels have no matched pixel in the 
reference frame. The sum of absolute difference (SAD) 
will be high for the occluded region. However, the 
occluded region may have spurious motion vector, 
especially for low texture regions. Therefore, we call the 
two types of occluded regions as unmatched and wrong 
matched regions. 

For unmatched regions, pixel MCDs will be higher 
than that of the matched pixels. Hypothesis test is applied 
to recognize the unmatched pixel by verifying the MCD 
pixel by pixel. If the number of unmatched pixels within 
the region is above the predefined threshold, the region is 
classified as an unmatched occluded region. 

For wrong matched regions, the majority of pixels 
within the region are matched. An approach, called 
overlap detection plus motion model competition, is 
developed to tackle this problem. In fact, the wrong 
matched occluded region is often partly overlapped with 
the background in the reference frame. If region overlap 
occurred, it implies that the occluded region may exist. 
Pixel MCDs of the occluded region will be higher than 
that of the truly matched background region within the 
overlapped region in the reference frame. If a region’s 
SAD is higher than the background, it is classified as a 
wrong matched region. 
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5. Region-based MRF Model 
 

Object segmentation can be treated as a Markovian 
labelling process and guided by the maximum a-posterior 
(MAP) criterion. Given the observations d and the 
configuration of labels f, the posterior probability of the f 
under the Bayesian rule is 
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Maximizing the posterior probability is equal to maximize 
the product of the class conditional probability )|( fdP  

and the priori probability )( fP . Suppose )|( fdP  and 

)( fP  are in the form of Gibbs distribution, the MAP 

criterion becomes )(minarg dfUf
f
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energy function and is the exponential term of the Gibbs 
distribution. For moving object segmentation, only the 
foreground label F and the background label B are used. 
In this paper, we utilize the region-based MRF model to 
extract objects combining motion and colour, which is 
similar to the model proposed in [6]. 

Assuming that regions have been marked with motion 
label M after the motion classification, the region-based 
MRF model can be defined as 
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homogeneous term, which describes the colour similarity 
of the adjacent regions around iR . It is formulated as 
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),( ji RRC  is the color distance function between the 

adjacent region iR  and jR . ),( ji RRG  is the gradient 

distance function and jiB ,  is the common boundary 

length. The minimization of the energy function is 
performed by the iterative deterministic relaxation 
algorithm known as highest confidence first (HCF) [10]. 
 
6. Spatio-temporal MRF Model 
 

Definition a semantic moving object may be a long-
term deed, for short-term motion cannot provide sufficient 
motion information in the limited frames. For example, a 
player may shake his arm in some frames but his leg is 

unmoving when playing ball. Region tracking is a good 
solution to this problem, but it is difficult to decide how 
many regions should be tracked and the trajectories are 
too complex to analyse thoroughly for all regions. 
  In this paper, we propose a spatio-temporal MRF model 
that employs a group frames to obtain an optimal 
segmentation. In our implementation, four consecutive 
frames 2−nI , 1−nI , nI , 1+nI  are used as one frame group to 

perform the segmentation. Within the group, objects are 
first extracted from two successive frames by the region-
based MRF model as the initial segmentation. Three 
object masks are obtained, and they are )1( −nObject , 

)(nObject  and )1( +nObject . To combine these results, 

forward and backward region motion at the frame n is 
estimated and projects the segmentation results of 

)1( −nObject  and )1( +nObject  to frame n. The idea 

underlying this approach is that region motion in 
successive frames should be homogeneous along the time 
axis. A temporal energy term is added into the energy 
function in e.q. (1). The energy function of the proposed 
spatio-temporal MRF model is defined as 
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integration term of motion projection. )( ni fC  is the 

motion continuity function for the region i. This term is 
calculated by projecting the labels of mask )1( −nObject  

and )1( +nObject , which is formulated as 
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(3) 
)( fP  is the percentage of projected foreground labels for 

the region i. If only the forward or backward motion 
vector is valid, )( ni fC  is calculated by projecting labels 

of the mask )1( −nObject  or )1( +nObject , otherwise 

)( ni fC  is the average percentage of bi-direction 

projected labels. The motion continuity function integrates 
the segmentation results before and after frame n. This 
means that the extracted objects should be homogeneous 
for object labels along the time axis. Therefore, the 
proposed spatio-temporal MRF model provides a unified 
framework to combine spatial and temporal information to 
segment moving objects within a frame group. 
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7. Experimental Results 
 

The performance of the proposed algorithm was 
evaluated on the Stefan sequence, which shows a moving 
camera and the sportsman is presenting a non-rigid motion. 
Figure 2 illustrates the results of the proposed approach. 
Figure 2(a) is the 4th frame of the sequence. Figure 2(b) is 
the temporally integrated regions by motion projection. In 
the picture, the noisy background regions are detected by 
the temporal integration. Figure 2(c) shows the ultimate 
segmentation mask. Compared with results of the region-
based MRF model, shown in Figure 2(j-l), the noisy 
background regions are successfully removed. Figure 2(d-
f) displays the motion classification results, as can be seen 
that some background and foreground regions are miss-
classified. Figure 2 (g-i) shows the detected moving 
regions after motion validation.  

   
(a)               (b)               (c) 

   
(d)               (e)               (f) 

   
(g)               (h)               (i) 

   
(j)               (k)               (l) 

Fig. 2. Segmentation results of the 4th frame for Stefan 
 

  
(a)                          (b) 

  
(c)                          (d) 

Fig. 3. Segmentation results of the 51st frame for Stefan 

Figure 3 demonstrates segmentation result of the 51st 
frame of Stefan. Four successive frames are used to 
extract the semantic object. They are the frames 49 to 52. 
In this frame group, the sportsman moves his left leg after 
the 50th frame, and closes his legs from the 49th frame to 
50th frame. His right shoe is still between the 49th frame 
and 50th frame. The background region between his thighs 
is classified as moving region by the region-based MRF 
model, shown in figure 3(b, c). The STMRF model 
integrates the three segmentation results and achieves 
more accurate result shown in figure 3(d). At the same 
time, some noisy regions are removed although the initial 
segmentation results are not so good. 
 
8. Conclusions 
 

In this paper, a spatio-temporal MRF model is proposed 
to extract semantic object successfully. The proposed 
approach combines the initial segmentation results in a 
frame group and integrates temporal continuity in the 
uniform STMRF model. Experimental results show that 
the proposed algorithm can accurately capture motion 
semantic concept and effectively extract objects. 
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